


GOD LOVES PEOPLE
Steve Chick

As Jesus walked 
amongst us he 
demonstrated a 
whole new way of 
living. He taught 
us to love God. He 

taught us to forgive, to be thankful, 
joyful, kind and generous…

He inspired us to look outwards and to love our 
neighbours whoever they are. We want to follow 
his example. By loving people unconditionally, the 
way God loves us, we demonstrate they are of 
infinite value. God is all about people.
The Gospel always provokes us to make space so 
more people can be impacted by Jesus' message 
of hope. 

This message is for everyone… all ages… from all 
sorts of backgrounds… for all who God will call! It's 
why we are called HOPE Church.

“Our desire is to build a grace-filled 
community of Jesus followers 
bringing good news to Winchester & 
beyond…”
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A GOOD PROBLEM 
TO HAVE
In recent years we've seen God-given momentum 
as we've become more fruitful across many areas 
of church life.

We're gathering 400+ adults and children on an 
average Sunday morning. All our ancillary rooms 
are in use every Sunday, mostly with children's 
and youth work, with several being close to 
capacity. The under balcony area is now used as 
an overflow. We've made notable improvements 
to how we use the balcony which has encouraged 
more people to sit upstairs. We are grateful to 
God for growth and are enjoying the practical 
challenge this brings. 

One of the keys to maintaining momentum is to 
make more space for visitors and new people. 
Ultimately we want to make sure visitors feel 
welcome and that there is room for them to find 
a place they too can call ‘home.’ It goes without 
saying that they are less likely to return if they 
feel there is no space for them. On busy Sundays 
during the Spring and Autumn we anticipate this 
is going to be a real issue and this has prompted 
us to consider how we should respond.
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WE NEED TO MAKE 
SPACE
We previously planted Life Church Southampton 
and Junction Church Eastleigh, both of which 
continue to flourish. We don't sense God calling 
us to church plant at this point in time so we have 
been thinking about a second meeting.

Larger churches sometimes run two Sunday 
morning meetings back to back. This would be 
challenging for us, particularly with regards to 
parking in Winchester. A morning and evening 
meeting wouldn't alleviate the pressure on our 
children’s work. A morning and afternoon 
meeting would be possible but...

...unexpectedly as we talked, prayed and waited 
on God we sensed God encourage us to explore a 
multi-site option and also felt a specific leading 
towards north Winchester. Using this model we 
would remain one community but on Sundays we 
would meet in two locations.

With the new housing being built on Barton Farm 
and the expanding Army base at Worthy Down 
there seems a real opportunity for us to reach a 
growing community of new people with the 
Gospel.
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WHAT WILL IT LOOK LIKE?
DNA
Our aim will be to replicate at our north-site the values that already 
exist at Hope Church with a clear focus on reaching new people.

Gathering
We plan to start by gathering around 50 adults plus children. James & 
Ellen Brett will be our site leaders with Eldership oversight and 
support. From Autumn 2018 we will be looking to recruit and envision 
others to serve in both sites.

Venue
We've already begun the search for the right venue, capable of 
accommodating up to 100 adults and children.

Dates & Times
We anticipate launching the new site around February 2019. Meeting 
times will be decided once we have identified the venue. 

The Meeting
Initially we'll have the same speaker and message at both venues and 
are aiming to have two age groups for the children’s work (0-4yrs; 
4yrs-11yrs) with some youth work provision.

Resourcing
Worship, Welcome/Connect and Children's Work will be served by the 
shared resources of our central and north site.

Communication
We will be working hard to communicate well within the church and 
with other local church leaders/communities in and around North 
Winchester.
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GOD HAS BEEN SPEAKING
Whilst this all started as a result of growing momentum, now we feel we have heard God speak to 
us. Hearing God is key to this ongoing faith journey. We have recently received a number of 
prophetic encouragements.

‘Turning’
When I preached at Junction Church in April someone shared this prophecy with me for us as a 
church:

‘The road ahead is clear and is going to the right. The town is on your left hand side. The place 
where you know you need to go is at the top of the town. You need to turn to the left but there is 
only a small road between buildings. The street you need to turn down quickly becomes narrow and 
is a track in places. There is no straight road. You will need to keep turning and moving forward 
even when the road becomes single track in order to reach where you know you need to get to.’

This prophetic word immediately resonated  with me. On sabbatical last year Annie and I had a very 
memorable drive to a place that overlooks the town of Odemira in Portugal. This prophecy vividly 
described our route and experience. Through this I believe God is highlighting some keys for us 
moving forward:

• To get where he wants us we must make a turn which may not seem obvious.
• Once we have made the turn there’s no easy way back!
• The route God wants to take us will not be straightforward and will require us to be flexible.

‘Seeking’
Whilst praying about a new site one of the Staff Team had a clear prophetic picture of bees in a hive. 
Initially all the activity was normal but then the bees started to swarm. Before they swarm there is a 
collective decision in the hive that it’s time for a move. Every bee ‘buys’ into the decision to create 
two groups. Some stay and some go so that both the old and the new hives can thrive and be 
fruitful. I believe God wants to highlight:

• The need for us all to own this faith venture.
• Our expansion to the north is all about greater fruitfulness at both sites.

‘Joining’
At a recent Staff prayer time someone had a prophetic picture of leaders wearing medals of honour 
awarded as a result of previous battles. As the picture broadened it became clear everyone was



wearing medals but these were Campaign Medals, awarded to everyone who took part in the 
military campaign. 

I sense this was an encouragement from God that starting a second site is not just for leaders and a 
few others but that he wants everyone to be involved. He has medals for all who join with him on 
what is his 'campaign.'

‘Following’
During a powerful time of worship at a recent Commission Prayer gathering in Bournemouth, Guy 
Miller brought a deeply moving prophetic word. Whilst praying in Portugal he had seen a volcanic 
eruption on the news. The volcano had been dormant for so long that people had forgotten about 
its power. They'd taken advantage of the fertile soil and underground heat and were living higher up 
the volcano. In the eruption homes were destroyed and people had to flee for their lives.

Guy prophesied that there were churches situated on fault lines (places of volcanic activity) but that 
people had become complacent thinking nothing was going to change. God was going to 
demonstrate his power and pour out his glory in the days ahead. Guy specifically referred to us in 
Winchester. Later he prophesied over me again urgently saying ‘Go back to Winchester and tell your 
people to move down the volcano because it is going to blow! People have become complacent and 
think that things will stay the way they are, presuming nothing will change. You will see an 
outpouring of God’s glory. There will be healings the like of which you have never seen before. There 
will be leadership development unlike anything that has happened previously. This outpouring of 
God’s glory will impact Kings Worthy and beyond.' He then switched metaphors and said, 'the wave 
that is coming will change the landscape of Winchester.' Many will remember God speaking to us 
about a coming wave that would change a landscape in 2012 and then the changes that 2013 
brought. Clearly another wave is about to crash over us!

WHAT’S NEXT?
Please be praying about all of this over the summer and autumn, especially for finding the right 
venue in north Winchester and how you can be involved. We will be praying together during our 
week of prayer in September and updating members at the October ‘In Focus’ meeting. 

If you have any questions, reflections or prophetic insight, please do come and chat with us as a 
Leadership Team or contact the Office e.office@hopewinchester.org  t.01962 840800
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God has placed us here
for a time such as this -
with his help we can do 
more together than we 
ever dreamed possible


